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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your customer emphasizes the need to simplify network
operations.
What is one reason for recommending Aruba 5400R zl2 switches
for the customer's campus network?
A. Backplane stacking enables multiple 5400R switches to
function as a single logical switch, using dedicated modules
and stacking cables to integrate the switches.
B. Traditional stacking enables network administrators to
manage up to 10 5400R switches from a single GUI.
C. Virtual Switching Extension (VSX) provides redundancy for
management modules on the 5400R switches, with seamless
failover.
D. Virtual Switching Framework (VSF) allows customers to
combine 5400R switches into a single virtual switch which
simplifies management tasks and provides more resilient
connectivity.
Answer: D
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NEW QUESTION: 3
You are using the planning panel to distribute values. Which of
the following driver options can you select? Note: There are 3
correct answers to this question.
A. Overwrite
B. Proportionate
C. Equal
D. Append
E. User-defined
Answer: B,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: D
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